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The physiological inflammation response depends upon the multibody interactions of blood cells in
the microcirculation that bring leukocytes �white blood cells� to the vessel walls. We investigate the
fluid mechanics of this using numerical simulations of 29 red blood cells and one leukocyte flowing
in a two-dimensional microvessel, with the cells modeled as linearly elastic shell membranes.
Despite its obvious simplifications, this model successfully reproduces the increasingly blunted
velocity profiles and increased leukocyte margination observed at lower shear rates in actual
microvessels. Red cell aggregation is shown to be unnecessary for margination. The relative
stiffness of the red cells in our simulations is varied by over a factor of 10, but the margination is
found to be much less correlated with this than it is to changes associated with the blunting of the
mean velocity profile at lower shear rates. While velocity around the leukocyte when it is near the
wall depends upon the red cell properties, it changes little for strongly versus weakly marginating
cases. In the more strongly marginating cases, however, a red cell is frequently observed to be
leaning on the upstream side of the leukocyte and appears to stabilize it, preventing other red cells
from coming between it and the wall. A well-known feature of the microcirculation is a near-wall
cell-free layer. In our simulations, it is observed that the leukocyte’s most probable position is at the
edge of this layer. This wall stand-off distance increases with velocity following a scaling that would
be expected for a lubrication mechanism, assuming that there were a nearly constant force pushing
the cells toward the wall. The leukocyte’s near-wall position is observed to be less stable with
increasing mean stand-off distance, but this distance would have potentially greater effect on
adhesion since the range of the molecular binding is so short. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2472479�

I. BACKGROUND

A key part of the physiological process of inflammation
is the recruitment and adhesion of leukocytes �white blood
cells� to the endothelial lining of the microvasculature. This
occurs primarily in the postcapillary venules, which have
diameters only several times larger than the cell dimension.
Once in contact, leukocytes can interact directly with the
endothelium via selectin-ligand bonds. These bonds are weak
and few enough that leukocytes may roll along the endothe-
lium at this stage. Later, it may become firmly attached in a
second stage if stronger integrin mediated bonds are acti-
vated by chemoattractants released by the endothelium.1

These stop the leukocyte in the flow and eventually it de-
forms and exits the vessel through the endothelium into the
tissue beyond. The chemical mechanism involved are impor-
tant and well studied;1 the range of the binding, however, is
of the nanometer scale, which is far too short to influence
how the leukocyte is brought into contact with the endothe-
lium in the first place. This margination process involves
hydrodynamics and is arguably the rate-limiting factor in the
attachment process.2 �Following Abbitt and Nash,2 we em-
phasize margination as distinct from adhesion to the vessel
wall.� It turns out that under some conditions a remarkably
high percentage of leukocytes can be at the wall in the post-
capillary venules. Schmid-Schönbein et al.,3 for example,
observed 94% margination in 54 �m diameter postcapillary
venules of a rabbit ear. However, the leukocyte concentration

can also be biased toward the vessel walls in much larger
��1 mm� vessels.4

Since the rheology of blood is dominated by the highly
concentrated red blood cells �erythrocytes�, which constitute
typically about 40% of the blood’s volume, interactions with
red cells are expected to drive any radial migration of the
leukocytes. Stokes flow on its own cannot be the mechanism,
because the well-known time reversibility of Stokes flow
would not promote margination of relatively stiff and round
leukocytes. Small leukocyte deformations can in theory
break their symmetry and lead to cross stream transport, but
this would be expected to slowly move the leukocyte toward
the vessel center,5 not marginate it. Data taken in vivo sug-
gest that leukocyte-erythrocyte interaction plays a key role in
the process.6

Several studies have examined the effect of shear rate on
leukocyte adhesion, and it is clear that low wall shear rates
promote adhesion in glass tubes,7,8 rectangular glass
channels,9 and actual venules in a rat mesentery.10 The effect
of shear in all these cases is dramatic, with an apparently
exponential increase in number of adhered cells at smaller
shear rates ��100 s−1�. A possible explanation for this shear-
rate dependence is the well-known property of red cells to
aggregate at low shear rates. Supporting this view, it has
been observed that the addition of high molecular weight
dextran �typically 500 kDa: Dx500� �Refs. 8, 2, and 11� or
fibrinogen12 to the blood, both of which are known to pro-
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mote aggregation, also promotes leukocyte adhesion.
It is less clear whether or not red cell aggregation is

important at normal physiological shear rates and aggrega-
tion conditions. In fact, red cells in some sedentary mamma-
lian species �e.g., sheep or cow� do not tend to aggregate,13

so we can anticipate that aggregation cannot be the only
factor affecting leukocyte margination and adhesion. In their
rat mesentery studies, Pearson and Lipowsky11 measured ag-
gregation with an optical method and saw only a small in-
crease in their aggregation index at the lowest shear rates
they studied. Yet leukocyte adhesion increased fourfold, sug-
gesting that aggregation might not be directly responsible.
However, in apparent contradiction to this observation, the
addition of low molecular weight dextran �40 kDa: Dx40�,
which inhibits aggregation, still inhibited adhesion even at
the lowest shear rates they measured. A possible explanation
for this is that a change in the suspending phase viscosity,
which is increased by Dx40, directly alters adhesion.2 Abbitt
and Nash2 suggest that this would be the case if stress were
more important than strain rate, though the mechanism re-
mains unclear. The details of this are difficult to investigate
since it is difficult to separate aggregation promotion or in-
hibition from the changes in the rheological properties of the
suspending fluid in actual blood. In the present study of a
model system, aggregation is strictly omitted.

If aggregation is not a necessary condition for leukocyte
margination, it is possibly due only to the different characters
of white and red cells that, under some conditions at least,
end up pushing the leukocytes toward the vessel walls. In-
deed, experiments in a large-scale model system3 have sug-
gested that specific erythrocyte-leukocyte interactions can do
this. Similarly, Sun et al.14 report a numerical simulation in
which they observed red cells, which tend to pile up behind
slower moving leukocytes in the capillaries, pushing the leu-
kocyte toward the wall after an expansion. Only a small
number of rigid and regularly shaped red cells were simu-
lated in their two-dimensional model, but it was clear that
they could have a significant impact on leukocyte margin-
ation. Hydrodynamic interactions are also important in the
rolling and adhesion stages that occur after margination,
which have also been studied with simulations,15–17 but are
not considered in the current effort. Other noteworthy efforts
have attempted to simulate deformable red cells, but without
direct application to leukocyte transport.18–20

The first objective of the present study is to test if ag-
gregation is necessary for leukocyte margination. The simu-
lation model we employ to study this is introduced in Sec. II.
It is two-dimensional with cell properties that are idealized in
several ways, but we will show that despite these unphysi-
ologic approximations it captures several of the key features
of flow and leukocyte transport in the microcirculation and
so can be used to investigate flow phenomenology of poten-
tial physiological importance. Once validated in this way, the
simulation model is particularly useful because it is free from
any ambiguity concerning the roles of shear rate, stress and
aggregation. We show that aggregation per se is not neces-
sary, and will suggest instead that the relative properties of
the leukocytes and erythrocytes alone can cause margination.
We examine the mechanisms by which this occurs and the

factors governing the time spent by the leukocyte in near
contact with the vessel wall. The simulation results are pre-
sented and discussed in Secs. III and IV and summarized in
Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL SYSTEM

A. Physical details

Our model system is shown in Fig. 1. It is a two-
dimensional streamwise-periodic channel of length L and
width W. For all cases presented, there are 29 two-
dimensional red cells each with cross-sectional area �ro

2, and
one leukocyte with cross-sectional area �r�

2. We expect quan-
titative differences between this two-dimensional model and
actual three-dimensional blood flow, but we will show that it
gives phenomenologically correct leukocyte margination and
near-wall cell-free layers. The average hematocrit is Hc

=0.45, which is higher than many observations in the
microcirculation21,22 but leukocyte behavior has been shown
to be insensitive to Hc.

2 We will also briefly present results at
Hc=0.33 and 0.22 to confirm insensitivity of the basic phe-
nomenology to Hc. Actual blood cells have an internal vis-
cosity that is several times larger than the surrounding
plasma, but to simplify the formulation and speed its numeri-
cal solution we assume that they have the same Newtonian
viscosity � inside and out. This does not stop the model from
reproducing key features of the microcirculation, and we
shall see that our results in general are relatively insensitive
to the red cell properties. Flow in the microcirculation is low
Reynolds number and therefore assumed to be Stokesian
and, of course, incompressible.

The cells are modeled with a linear elastic membrane
with tension

� = T� ds

dso
− 1� , �1�

where T is the tension modulus, s�so� is the arc length of the
membrane, and so is the referential arc-length coordinate
measured around the lo perimeter of a hypothetical tension-
free membrane. For lo�2�ro, the membranes would buckle
were it not for their resistance to bending. The bending mo-
ment in our model is

FIG. 1. System schematic.
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b = M�C − Co� , �2�

where M is the bending modulus and C=C�so� is the local
membrane curvature. The reference curvature Co is assumed
to be constant and does not affect the dynamics of our sys-
tem. For the leukocyte, moduli T and M for the red cells are
replaced by T� and M�. The membranes are assumed to have
no mass, and therefore move at the local fluid velocity. Their
influence on the flow is thus only through the surface stress
they apply on the fluid.

Overall, we have defined 10 geometrical and material
parameters in our system: M, T, ro, M�, T�, r�, lo, �, W, L,
and Hc. To drive the flow, we assume that in the absence of
the cells and channel walls there would be a uniform velocity
of u�. This sets up a streamwise pressure gradient, which is
related to the wall strain rate,

�w � 	 �u

�y
	

wall
, �3�

by the viscosity. Using ro, T, and �for now� u� to nondimen-
sionalize, all the physical parameters can be formed into 9
nondimensional groups, most of which are held constant
throughout this study.

The nondimensional geometric parameters are

W

ro
= 7.8

L

ro
= 27

r�

ro
= 1.75

lo

ro
= 1.6 � 2� . �4�

This red-cell reference length lo was selected to give them a
characteristic biconcave shape at equilibrium. The leukocyte
size and material properties are such that it remains nearly
circular. Appropriate values for geometric parameters can be
easily estimated.23,24 Because the leukocyte’s geometry is es-
sentially fixed, no dependence of the results on M� and T� is
expected. This was confirmed directly and is briefly revisited
in Sec. IV B. In most cases, T� /T�6 and ro

2T� /M��30, but
the leukocytes also had r� such that 2�r�� lo, so their mem-
branes were always in relatively high tension. Actual red
cells have nearly incompressible membranes, but it is conve-
nient to model them with tension modulus T simply being
much more restrictive than bending modulus M. In all cases,
we set ro

2T /M =50. Switching to ro
2T /M =100 causes a less

than 1% change in the mean velocity profile for case a1 in
Table I, which has the relatively most flexible cells and is
therefore presumably most sensitive to the stretching. Precise
agreement is neither expected nor sought, but taking M
=1.8 dyn cm,5 ro=1.75 �m, and �=0.0013 kg/ �m s� �Ref.
25� as reasonable dimensional values for blood cells and
plasma, the velocities we discuss later in the paper are simi-
lar to observations for flow in vessels with similar
diameter.25 For example, for case a1 the peak velocity cor-
responds to U
0.025 cm/s for microvessels with width
14 �m.

The main parameters we varied in the different cases we
considered were u� and T �with T /M fixed�. To discuss the
relative shear, advection and red cell flexibility of the cases
simulated, we define advective, wall-shear, and relaxation
time scales:

�adv �
ro

ūm

�sh �
1

�w
and �rlx �

�ro

T
. �5�

The imposed u� is only indirectly related to the actual cen-
terline velocity ūm and this relationship changes with T,
which can be thought of as altering the overall constitutive
properties of the suspension. A nonlinear relation is expected
because of the well-known non-Newtonian character of sus-
pensions like blood.

Table I summarizes the cases simulated, which are orga-
nized as follows. The case letter �a-f� indicates significantly
different cell relaxation time scales relative to flow time
scales, with a corresponding to the slowest relative relax-
ation. The a, d, and f cases are broken into subcases, which
are designated by numbers that increase monotonically with
increasing profile bluntness, as measured by the relative ad-
vection and wall-shear time scales. More blunt profiles can
be considered in some sense less Newtonian, because they
are further from the parabolic profile expected for Newtonian
fluids. In practice, blunter flows were obtained by fixing
�u� /T but decreasing u�.

The boundary integral formulation we employ in the nu-
merical discretization becomes expensive if cells come close
together because of the number of quadrature points required
on the membranes to accurately evaluate nearby velocities.
For this reason, we added a short-range repulsion between all
of the membranes and walls in the calculation. An electro-
static repulsion is known to exist between actual red blood
cells,26 but it appears to act over a very short �20 nm range.
Accurately resolving hydrodynamics interactions at this
range would require a prohibitive number of quadrature
points, whose requisite density scales approximately as 	.
For our model, the force on point x on one membrane due to
point x� on another membrane is

TABLE I. Cases simulated. The *-marked cases indicate a series with con-
stant cell properties.

Case �u�

T

�rlx

�sh
=

�ro�w

T

�rlx

�adv
=

�ūm

T

�adv

�sh
=

ro�w

ūm

N Na

a1* 0.80 0.120 0.109 1.10 32 128

a2 0.120 0.106 1.13

a3 0.115 0.100 1.15

a4 0.114 0.094 1.21

a5 0.122 0.084 1.44

b* 0.60 0.090 0.077 1.16 32 128

c* 0.40 0.060 0.039 1.45 32 128

d1 0.20 0.028 0.020 1.40 20 80

d2* 0.0281 0.017 1.64

d3 0.0245 0.014 1.73

e* 0.067 0.0073 0.0036 2.02 20 80

f1 0.05 0.0055 0.0040 1.36 16 64

f2 0.0057 0.0037 1.54 16 64

f3 0.0053 0.0032 1.64 20 80
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f�x� = �Sf
e	−r − 1

e	 − 1

x − x�

r
for r 
 	 ,

0 for r � 	 ,

�6�

where r= �x−x�� and 	 and Sf are the length scale and mag-
nitude of the force. For all cases, 	=0.2ro and Sf /roT
�3.33. This force is integrated over the membrane and
modifies the traction of the membranes on the fluid ��. The
selected Sf was strong enough to prevent cells from coming
much closer than 	. Removing the surface charge of actual
cells has been shown to accelerate axial accumulation of red
cells and the thickness of the marginal nearly cell-free
layer,27 so imposing our potential with 	=0.2ro is expected
to affect the dynamics somewhat. However, simulations with
	=0.1ro show the same margination behavior �Sec. III C�,
and we shall see in general that our physiologically large
repulsion range does not stop the simulations from reproduc-
ing the key qualitative features of interest in the microcircu-
lation.

B. Numerical flow solution

1. Boundary integral discretization

The boundary integral expression for the velocity due to
surface tractions in a uniform viscosity Stokes flow is well
known �e.g., Pozrikidis28�:

ui�x� = ui
� +

1

4��


�

Sij�y − x��� j�y�ds�y� . �7�

Here ui�x� is the velocity vector at point x, ui
�= �u� ,0 ,0� is

the uniform flow that would exist in the absence of surface�s�
�, and � is the Newtonian viscosity. The integral is a con-
volution of the Green’s function of the Stokes equation �the
so-called Stokeslet� Sij with the traction �� j exerted by the
membranes on the fluid.

In two dimensions, it is convenient to parameterize each
membrane shape � by a reference arc length so. The mem-
brane can stretch �though not much for our parameters� into
a curve of arc length s�so� with its position defined simply as
x�so�. We discretize this continuous shape by N evenly
spaced points in so for each cell: xm=x�so

m� for m=1, . . . ,N.
To compute derivatives and integrals on the membranes, we
assume that these N points are interpolated by harmonic
functions and employ Fourier methods. This has three main
advantages: �1� optimal computational efficiency for a given
accuracy, �2� consistent high-resolution quadratures, and per-
haps most importantly �3� a means of countering aliasing
errors without application of dissipative filters. The first ad-
vantage is clear. Fourier spectral methods are well known to
be optimally accurate for representing smooth periodic func-
tions, such as the membrane shape, on evenly spaced points.
Our approach thus reduces the number of collocation points
for a given accuracy, which affords savings both directly in
the computational work per time step and via the time-step
stability constraint for explicit time integration.

For the flow considered, we found that the shapes taken
by the cells were significantly less challenging to resolve
than the integrand of �7�, which we therefore evaluated with
Na�N quadrature points. Fourier spectral interpolation was

used at the intermediate points to compute x and �� values
that are exactly consistent with the underlying harmonic in-
terpolants. The resulting quadrature used is a simple sum
around each cell,

ui
m = 	ui

� +
1

4��
�
n=1

Na

Sij�xnm��� j
n ds

dso
	n

�so

for m = 1, . . . ,N , �8�

where superscripts n and m denote the discrete points on the
membrane and we define xnm�xn−xm. The Green’s function
Sij has an integrable singular behavior at n=m, which we
treat analytically in the usual way,

ui
m = ui

� +
1

4��
�
n=1

Na �Sij�xnm��� j
n	 ds

dso
	n

− S̃ij�xnm��� j
m	 ds

dso
	m��so

+ �� j
m	 ds

dso
	m

�

S̃ij�xnm�dso, �9�

where S̃ has the same singularity as S. This preserves the

spectral properties of the quadrature. The integral of S̃ in the
final term is evaluated accurately once and reused. The spac-
ing �so is constant around any periodic cell membrane, but
in general can vary from cell-to-cell and on the vessel walls.

It was observed that nonlinearity in the membrane dy-
namics equations and the integrand of �7� lead to a slow
growth of deformation energy via aliasing. By this process,
unresolvable high wave number energy, which is created by
nonlinearity, is artificially aliased by the discretization into
resolved wave numbers. If this aliased energy is not explic-
itly removed, it provides a mechanism for instability, which
by its nature is typically observed in the highest resolved
wave numbers and over relatively long simulation times.
Dealiasing29 algorithms attempt to remove this unresolvable
energy before it is aliased, leaving resolved deformations
unaffected. An alternative stabilization procedure that can be
used is smoothing of the membrane shapes. Such filters re-
move high wave number energy outright, but unless they are
Fourier spectral filters they also affect the dynamics of all
deformation scales. The highest wave number deformations
in particular are rendered inaccurate by any such filtering, yet
they must be computed and still typically restrict the numeri-
cal time step via the standard constraint for explicit time
integration. Dealiasing is probably the most important com-
ponent of our algorithm and has enabled us to compute long
enough time series to converge leukocyte transport statistics.

In our model, the membranes are assumed to have no
mass, so their traction on the fluid depends only upon the
membrane configuration. The membrane position thus
evolves simply according to �tx=u�x�. For a shell membrane
x�s�, the traction is
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�� =
�t�

�s
+

�

�s
� �b

�s
n� , �10�

where t is a unit tangent, n is a unit normal, and � and b are
defined in �1� and �2�, respectively. Each derivative is com-
puted by discrete Fourier transforming from so to  coordi-
nates, multiplying by i and inverse transforming. Though
�10� is relatively simple per se, evaluating it entails several
nonlinear operations, which gives ���so� around any par-
ticular cell a significantly broader spectrum than x�so� and
leads to aliasing. To minimize this, we compute ���so� on
Na�N points and filter down to N points as necessary after
every potentially aliasing operation. This procedure is exact
for products but only approximate for the quotients and
square-roots computed in forming �10�, though in practice it
is nearly perfect anyway since Na=4N for all our cases. The
specific Na and N for the various cases are listed in Table I.
A similar procedure was used to dealias the integrands.

Though we will later restrict this to form the walls of our
channel, our formulation starts with the domain being peri-
odic in all directions. Following Hashimoto,30 an appropri-
ately periodic form of the Stokes Green’s function is

�11�
where A is the area of the periodically repeated L�L do-
main, �=k /L is the wave number vector with 2=� ·�, E1 is

E1 = 
1

� e−x�

�
d� , �12�

and � is a free parameter that can be adjusted to optimize the
efficiency of the complete numerical scheme. In writing �11�,
we have assumed that � is small enough that Sr becomes
negligible at least by �x � =L. Only the E1 term of �11� is
singular, so combining �11� with �8� yields

�13�
L’Hopital’s rule is employed as necessary for the n=m
points.

The computational expense of this formulation for
evaluating ui depends not just on the number of points Na,
but also upon their density in physical space and the neces-
sary number of wave vectors needed to sufficiently converge
the G sum. The value of � sets both the range of interactions
that need to be considered in the first sum and the number of
Fourier modes that must be retained in the second. All other
parameters being fixed, an � can be found such that the total
expense should scale as O�N3/2�.31 However, if � is small
enough, the terms involving Sr decay rapidly enough to make
negligible contribution for �xn−xm � �rc. They can thus be
accurately evaluated accounting only for short-range interac-
tions. To compute these in practice, a list of near-neighbors is
constructed with an O�N� algorithm and then used when
evaluating Sr for any ui

m. Since for small rc each point m has
a small number of neighbors n, this whole portion of the
algorithm will have an operation count that scales as O�N�.
For the results presented, we used �=0.042ro

2 and rc=0.5ro.
The evaluation of the second part of the sum in �13� can

be accelerated by formulating it on a regular mesh and using
fast Fourier transforms �FFTs�, which yields an O�N log N�
algorithm. This involves distributing the �� to the mesh,
applying a FFT to compute Fj��� in �13�, multiplying to
form FjGij, inverse transforming, and interpolating back to
the xm points. Errors incurred in the interpolation phases can
be reduced by modifying Gij in a way that partially negates
them. This basic approach has been used for simulating
n-body systems of various kinds and is known as the
particle-particle/particle-mesh �P3M� method32 or the closely
related particle mesh Ewald �PME� method.33 It has also
been applied to several Stokesian flow systems.34,35 Our for-
mulation is most similar to that of Metsi,35 with the key
difference that we used B-spline interpolants as proposed by
Hockney and Eastwood.32 These are also clearly explained
within the PME framework for Stokes flow by Saintillan et
al.34 The simulations in this paper all used second-order
B-splines with square mesh spacing �=0.15ro.

2. Wall boundaries

To include walls, images of Green’s functions can be
included �e.g., Staben et al.36�, but this yields intractable
summation series for all but the simplest geometries. Impo-
sition of no-slip boundaries is significantly easier if the
boundary positions are not forced to be exactly fixed and
instead are allowed to flex an arbitrarily small amount. Walls,
for example, could be constructed as stiff membranes, but
this would impose a significant time-step restriction for ex-
plicit time integration. Instead, we construct walls made of
�sw elements that are not dynamically coupled to each other
by any equation such as �10�. Instead, they are only fixed to
their desired location xw by a virtual spring, so that

��w = − kw�x − xw� . �14�

With this ��w, the velocity is evaluated as for all the other
surface points in the computation, which simplifies the algo-
rithm. The value of the spring constant kw can be large since
it is only restricted by the ordinary differential equation sta-
bility limit of the time integrator. The walls we made with
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this method removed the implied periodicity of �13�. Results
were verified to be insensitive to kw by doubling it and halv-
ing the time step. In spirit, the formulation is similar to a
penalty method of the type used commonly in finite-element
formulations.

3. Cell area constraint

Though the integral formulation �7� formally preserves
the area of the two-dimensional cells, its discrete form �13�
does this only approximately. Time step to time step these
errors are negligible, but their accumulation over tens of
thousands of time steps can invalidate the solution. To
counter this, we constrained the area of every cell,

A =
1

2


�c

x · nds , �15�

by seeking perturbations z that minimize

I = ��
�c

1

2
�x + z� · nds − Ao� + 

�c

z · zds , �16�

where Ao is the initial area of the particular cell and � is a
Lagrange multiplier. The variation of I,

	I = 	��
�c

z · n

2
ds + �A − Ao�� + 

�c

	z · �2z +
�

2
n�ds ,

�17�

is zero for the z we seek. For arbitrary 	z, the second term
gives z=−�n /4, and with this and for arbitrary 	�, the first
term gives �=8�A−Ao� / P, where P is the perimeter of the
cell before the correction. Since z�n, this correction does
not change n, which is consistent with neglecting the varia-
tion of n in �17�. This constraint was applied every time step,
making corrections to the area of typically less than 1 part in
105.

III. RESULTS

A. Visualizations

Figure 2 shows visualizations of the cell positions for
four of the cases listed in Table I. These were selected to
illustrate �a� a less blunt mean flow case �large �adv/�sh� with
relatively flexible red cells in which the leukocyte has a low
probability of being on the wall, �b� more blunt mean flow
case �small �adv/�sh� with flexible red cells in which the leu-
kocyte is almost always on the wall, �c� a case with medium
stiffness cells, and finally �d� a case with unphysiologically
stiff cells. The need for greater resolution in the discretiza-
tion of the flexible cell cases �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�� is clear.
These are closer to the large deformations seen at physi-
ologic conditions. It is also clear that in these cases the im-
posed short-range repulsion between membranes �6� is also
active at times between different parts of a single cell’s mem-
brane. The stiffer cells shown in Figs. 2�c� show increasingly
the biconcave equilibrium shape expected for the red blood
cells. These less physiologic stiff-cell cases were simulated
for contrast to assess the importance of cell flexibility for
margination.

B. Mean velocity profiles

Velocity fields can be calculated using the same formu-
lation presented in Sec. II B. We see in Fig. 3 that the veloc-
ity profile is blunted, as expected for blood flow �e.g., Popel

FIG. 2. Sample visualizations of cases from Table I: �a� a1, �b� a5, �c� d2,
and �d� f3. Plotted are the discrete quadrature points, interpolated from the
control points, which define the cells as discussed in Sec. II B. Flow is from
left to right.

FIG. 3. �a� Mean velocity profile for
case a1, —; the � show the velocity
profile calculated in the absence of
cells, just using the forces from �14�
with parabolic fit ¯. �b� Case a1, —
is contrasted with the slower flowing
case d2- - -.
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and Johnson37�, having high strain rate near the walls and a
relatively flat profile toward the center. Also shown is the
mean velocity profile computed using the �14� forces, but
omitting the cells. To plotting accuracy, this profile is per-
fectly fitted by a parabola, as it should be for a Poiseuille
flow. The two velocity profiles match up near the wall indi-
cating that the effective viscosity in this region is simply �,
corresponding to a near absence of cells here. This is an
aspect of the well-known Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect.37 The
highest shear rate is even more confined to the wall for case
d2, which was visualized in Fig. 2�c� and had the same T and
M. Its velocity profile is plotted in Fig. 3�b�. It is well known
that blood flow velocities profiles become more blunted in
this manner at higher shear rates �e.g., Long38�.

C. Leukocyte trajectories

The primary concern of this paper is the trajectories of
the leukocytes, which are shown in Fig. 4 for several cases.
We are particularly interested in what fraction of the time the
leukocyte spends near the vessel wall, which can be assessed
by the its probability distribution across the channel. It is
clear that the simulations have run long enough for there to
be hundreds of flowthroughs of the L=27ro box, even for the
slowest flow rate cases. This is long enough to either con-
verge statistics on leukocyte position in cases when it spends

considerable time away from the wall or else firmly establish
its long-term engagement with the wall. In all cases, the leu-
kocyte traverses the entire channel at least twice, so we as-
sume that it has lost any dependence upon its initial condi-
tion.

For fixed cell properties �the *-cases in Table I�, differ-
ent flow speeds give rise to very different leukocyte behav-
ior. At the fastest flow rate of these �case a5�, the leukocyte’s
most probable single location is closest to the wall, but it is
overall more likely to be away from the wall. The overall
on-wall probability increases significantly as the flow rate
decreases, as seen in Figs. 4�b�–4�d�. In the slowest flowing
case shown, the leukocyte spends nearly all its time on the
wall and returns to the wall quickly when it occasionally
leaves it. The corresponding probability distribution has
sharp peaks adjacent to the walls. For contrast, a red cell
trajectory for case d2 is shown in Fig. 4�e�. Its probability
distribution is relatively flat, and the trajectory is very differ-
ent than for the leukocyte in the same flow shown in Fig.
4�c�.

Experiments with blood have shown rapidly increasing
adhesion both in vivo10,11 and in vitro9,39 with decreasing
shear rate. Abbitt and Nash’s2 separate measurements of mar-
gination and adhesion point to margination as a key, poten-
tially limiting factor in the adhesion process. We do not in-
clude adhesion in our model, but we do see a rapid rise in
leukocyte margination at lower shear rates. Here, we define a
cell as marginated if its closest point is within 0.4ro of a
vessel wall. Recalling that the membranes repel at 0.2ro as
discussed in Sec. II A, this is only 0.2ro beyond where the
leukocyte can be expected to approach. By this measure, the
leukocyte in Fig. 2�b� is marginated, for example, but none
of the cells near the top wall would qualify were they leuko-
cytes. Using other measures such as different values for this
critical distance or criteria based on the centroid probability
distributions shown in Fig. 4 does not fundamentally change
the following results. Figure 5 shows the probability Pw that
at any given time the leukocyte satisfies this d�0.4ro mar-
gination criterion for the cases with cells with fixed cell ma-
terial properties. The rapid increase in margination at low
flow rates is as observed for adhesion in the experiments.
The same behavior is shown for the corresponding lower
hematocric �Hc=0.33 and Hc=0.22� cases, shown in the
same plot. In the same figure, we also see that Hc=0.33 cases

FIG. 4. �a-d� Leukocyte centroid trajectories and probability distributions
across the model microvessel for the cases as labeled; �e� shows the same
for case d2 as in �c� but for a red cell. In most cases only a part of the
simulation time is shown.

FIG. 5. Probability of leukocyte being within 0.4ro of either wall for the
constant cell properties *-marked cases in Table I � and for corresponding
cases with mean hematocrit 0.33� and 0.2�. The - - - curve is for cases
with 	=0.1 �see text�.
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with repulsion length scale 	=0.1ro in �6� have only slightly
higher Pw than the 	=0.2ro cases.

Figure 6 shows Pw for all the cases listed in Table I. The
vertical axis in this figure ��adv/�sh=ro�w / ūm� is also a mea-
sure of deviation from Newtonian behavior, which would
give r�w / ūm=4ro /W=0.51. For the relatively firmer cells
�smaller �rlx /�adv=�ūm /T� margination becomes significant
at larger �adv/�sh, but this change is small compared to the
factor of 10 variation in the relative red cell stiffness
�rlx /�adv=�ūm /T. The significance of r�w /um in predicting
margination is investigated from a mechanistic perspective
involving the near-wall cell dynamics in Sec. IV B.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Marginated leukocyte environment

We next examine the flow around the leukocyte when it
is near the wall, comparing results for cases for which the
leukocyte is nearly always near the wall to those for which it
has lower probability of being near the wall. Figure 7 shows

FIG. 6. Marginated probability Pw of d�0.4 for all cases. For each point
the bar length is Pw/10 as measured on the vertical axis. The solid �

correspond to the cases shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Contours of mean y-direction velocity v̄ averaged on the condition that d�0.4ro for cases �a� a5, �b� a3, �c� d3, �d� d2, �e� e, and �f� f3. All plots
show v̄ / ūm contours at intervals of 0.001. Negative contours are dashed and the v̄=0 contour is not shown.
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the wall normal component of the velocity averaged on the
condition that the leukocyte is marginated according to a d

0.4ro criterion. Comparing the different rows in the figure,
it is clear that the red cell stiffness strongly affects the flow
around the leukocyte. However, the velocity fields are not
obviously different between marginated �plots in the left col-
umn� and less-marginated �right column� cases. There is only
a slightly larger vertical velocity around the cell for the more
marginated cases.

The velocity field differences and the rheological differ-
ence they imply are due to cell-scale dynamics. Experiments3

and simulations14,17 with few cells suggest that red cell inter-
actions with the leukocyte play an explicit role in margin-
ation. The cellular interactions in our model system are more
complex, so we have not been able to deduce any single
clear multibody mechanisms that pushes the leukocyte to-
ward the wall, but it no doubt involves red cell interactions
with the leukocyte. It is not surprising then that we see more
significant differences between strongly and weakly margin-
ating cases when we consider the red cells in the neighbor-
hood of the leukocyte.

Figure 8 shows the volumetric density of red cells rela-
tive to the leukocyte position. As for the velocity fields pre-
sented above, the average is computed on the condition that
d�0.4ro. The different relative stiffnesses lead to signifi-
cantly different red cell distributions, though in all cases
there is a high �nearly unity in cases� red cell density just
upstream of the leukocyte. In Fig. 8�e�, which shows the
strongly marginating case for the relatively stiffest cells, we
see a clear biconcave shaped cell leaning on the leukocyte.
Its position must be very stable to yield these contours, and
indeed in the randomly selected snapshots shown in Fig.
9�c�, we typically see the corresponding cell. This configu-

ration is less stable for less blunt mean flow profiles, but
there is still commonly a red cell that appears to lean on the
leukocyte. This can be seen in the red-cell density contours
�Fig. 8�f�� and instantaneous visualizations �Fig. 9�d��, but its
position relative to the leukocyte tends to vary and it comes
off more frequently. Figures 8�a� and 8�b� show that the
more flexible red cells also lean on the leukocyte’s upstream
side, but they tend to deform significantly, wrapping around
the stiffer leukocyte. This can also be seen in the snapshots
shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�. Even for the more weakly
marginating case, a red cell is almost always leaning on the
leukocyte; the density contours in Fig. 8�b� are near unity
here. However, the leukocyte spends less time very near the
wall in this case compared to that shown in Fig. 8�a�. Inter-
mediate red-cell stiffness cases �Figs. 8�c� and 8�d�� display a
behavior that is, as expected, intermediate between these two
extremes.

The picture that emerges from the observations of the
leaning cells is that they somehow assist in holding the leu-
kocyte on or near the wall, but the complexity of the viscous
flow multibody dynamics of the mechanism make it difficult
to diagnose in quantitative detail. Animations of the cells
clearly show that when present the leaning cell slows the
rotation of the leukocyte. It can be effective in this capacity
because of the large area of small gap size between it and the
leukocyte. It appears that the leaning cell is relatively stable
in this location because it is the stagnation point in the frame
of the leukocyte, as can be seen from the velocity field visu-
alization in Fig. 7. The slowly rolling leukocyte tends to lift
the leaning cell, but the viscous interaction with the moving
wall tends to pull its bottom half leftward bringing it lower.
A consequence of slowing the leukocyte’s rotation is that it
behaves more as a scrapper, pushing red cells approaching

FIG. 8. Local red cell volume density averaged when d�0.4ro for cases �a� a3, �b� a5, �c� d2, �d� d3, �e� e, and �f� f3. The circle shows the approximate
location and shape of the leukocyte, though it does move and deform slightly in the course of the simulation.
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from the right out the way and not allowing them to come
under the leukocyte, lifting it off the wall. This is difficult to
characterize for marginating or weakly marginating cases,
since it is a rare event—the leukocyte infrequently leaves the
wall. However, at higher flow rates, the leukocyte is almost
immediately moved off the wall. For case b, red-cell density
averaged on the condition that d�0.4ro clearly show a red
cell coming under the leukocyte when it is close to the wall
�Fig. 10�a��, as do instantaneous visualizations of the leuko-
cyte’s environment �Fig. 10�b��.

B. Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect and the mean leukocyte
standoff distance

The Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect describes the observation
that the apparent viscosity of blood flow in small tubes is
lower than expected for Poiseuille flow. It is associated with
a cell free layer that forms adjacent to the vessel �or tube�
wall, which has been observed both in in vitro40,41 and in
vivo38,42 experiments. The cell-free layer is typically less
than a cell dimension thick. In absence of red cell aggrega-
tion, or at higher �typical physiological42� shear rates, the
layer appears to thicken slowly with increasing flow rate.40

Simulations with a single rigid two-dimensional red cell en-
countering a model wall-bound leukocyte suggest that the
thickness of the cell-free layer might be important for adhe-
sion dynamics.17 On the whole, this cell-free layer seems

inconsistent with the leukocyte being brought into contact
with the vessel wall.

Our two-dimensional model also has a cell-free layer,
which can be seen both in the visualizations of Fig. 2 and the
hematocrit profiles shown in the bottom half of Fig. 11. At
the slowest flow rate, the red cell density becomes finite just
above y=0.2ro, which was the maximum range of the repul-
sion �6�. The thickness of this layer then increases with flow
rate. The behavior of the leukocyte appears to be tied some-
how to this layer: the most probable leukocyte distance from
the wall, as seen in the top half of Fig. 11, corresponds to the
point where the red-cell density profile begins to become
significant. As was clear in Sec. III C, the distribution peak is
higher at lower flow rates because the leukocyte spends con-
siderably more time in the middle of the vessel at higher flow
rates.

In Fig. 12, we examine this distance more closely by
plotting the most probable leukocyte distance from the wall,
which corresponds to the edge of the plasma-only wall layer,
against the velocity of the leukocyte averaged on the condi-
tion that it is closer to the wall than its most probable posi-
tion. We see that these quantities follow a scaling close to
d��U�, which might be expected for a lubrication mecha-
nism lifting an asymmetric object moving near to a wall,
assuming motion away from the wall is resisted by an ap-
proximately constant force. Hydrodynamic mechanisms have

FIG. 9. Visualizations of leukocyte’s
neighborhood for strongly and weakly
marginating cases for relatively flex-
ible and stiff red cells.

FIG. 10. �a� Red cell density for d�0.4ro case b; �b� randomly selected visualizations of the leukocytes neighborhood. The d�0.4ro statistical sample is
smaller in this case than those in Fig. 8, which leads to choppier contours.
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been suggested to be responsible in setting up the cell-free
layers,5 but it is unclear why it should be resisted by a con-
stant force. In actuality, we might expect the exponent to be
somewhat less than 1/2 as observed since the core should
become harder to compress as the core-flow cell density in-
creases, becoming incompressible in the limit of complete
compaction of the cells.

This picture is supported by a numerical experiment
flowing in a single red cell in a 13.5ro�13.5ro steamwise-
periodic channel. The downward force was applied to points
on the cell further from the wall than the cell’s centroid yc

according to fy =−K�y−yc�, where the spring constant K
=0.54T was selected to match one point on the d�U0.43

curve in Fig. 12. The u� was adjusted, and the resulting cell’s
wall distance is plotted against its velocity in Fig. 12. These
points are well fitted by d�U0.5. The tank-treading behavior
that these cells undergo is similar to that observed in actual
blood cells when the hematocrit is high enough.43

While we see that the thickness of the wall associated
cell-free layer scales approximately as if upward motion
were opposed by a constant �height independent� force, it is
less clear why this should be the case. The return of the cell

into the dense cell region requires displacement of cells and
fluid. If we regard the cells as rigid and fixed in their relative
positions, then they could be regarded as a porous medium.
In this case, the resistance would be dominated by the small-
est gap size the displaced fluid must negotiate. Our repulsion
model restricts this to be close to 0.2ro. But a porous medium
model does not of itself provide a mechanism for actively
pushing of the red cells toward the wall, which presumably
arises from their kinematic interactions. It seems that the
mean wall distance position must involve a balance between
a tendency for the cell-rich core to expand and the lubrica-
tion forces pushing cells away from the wall. Though the
details of these factors remain unclear, the observed scaling
suggests that the mechanism involves lubrication forces.

It is also still unclear why the most probable leukocyte
distance from the wall corresponds so closely to the end of
the cell-free layer. Because of its symmetry the leukocyte
itself has no tendency to migrate away from the wall.
Though our leukocyte can undergo small but finite deforma-
tions, tripling its stiffness has a negligible effect on its dis-
tribution in the channel, as is shown for case a3 in Fig. 13.
This suggests that it is the interactions of the leukocyte with
its asymmetric red cell environment that provides a lubrica-
tion like lift. The geometry of the wall and the leaning red
cell is somewhat reminiscent of the journal bearing, with the
leaning cell forming the low pressure side and the wall the
high pressure side. The apparent lubrication scaling of the
data is consistent with this too, but the cell laden flow is
clearly more complex. It seems to be lubrication trends along
with the complex interactions of the cells and the hydrody-
namic fields that leads to the similar height. This tie-in to the
near wall dynamics is consistent with the results in Fig. 6,
which shows that ro�w /um is a key parametric predictor of
margination.

V. SUMMARY

Despite the approximations in the physical model, the
simulations results show qualitative agreement with several
experimental observations. In particular, we see decreased
margination with increasing shear, blunting of velocity pro-
files at higher shear rates, and the existence of a cell-free
layer adjacent the vessel wall that thickens with flow speed.

FIG. 11. �Top� Probability distribution of leukocyte wall distance; �bottom�
red-cell density close to the wall. The lines show the *-cases in Table I: –··–
a5, –·– b, ¯ c, - - -d2, and — e.

FIG. 12. Leukocyte wall distance versus its speed � for the *-marked cases
in Table I with fit — d=1.2U0.43. The � show the same for the single red
cell test cases discussed in the text with fit - - - d=1.4U0.5.

FIG. 13. Probability distribution of leukocyte distance from the wall for
case a2 —– and case a2 with M� and T� tripled ¯.
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At low shear rates, the leukocytes marginate without red cell
aggregation, which suggests that aggregation is unnecessary
for margination.

Though a significant variation of the relaxation time
scale relative to the advective time scale significantly
changed the flow about the leukocyte when it was near the
wall, it only slightly changed the marginating characteristics.
The leukocyte was only slightly more prone to marginate
with more flexible red cells. In these cases, the more flexible
cells upstream of the leukocyte appeared more effective at
slowing its rotation, making it more like a scraper and better
able to deflect oncoming red cells, which might otherwise lift
it off the wall. The relative insensitivity to red cell flexibility,
suggests that it is their mismatched size or shape which is
more important in promoting margination. Segregation ex-
periments have shown that larger particles can accumulate in
either higher or lower strain-rate regions �e.g., Krishnan et
al.44�. Further investigations into what geometric properties
of the cells lead to the observed behavior are warranted.

It was observed in all cases that the most probable leu-
kocyte position was on the edge of the near-wall cell-free
layer, and that the thickness of this layer nearly followed a
lubrication scaling assuming that motion away from the wall
was resisted by a constant force. Tests with a single red cell
subjected to an artificial constant force also showed a similar
lubrication scaling, though the origin of this force in the
many cell cases and why it should be approximately constant
remain unclear. It was observed that the cell-free layer thick-
ens at higher flow rates which seems to put the leukocyte
into a less stable configuration with respect to the red cells.
Visualizations suggest that the leaning red cell is more likely
to be dislodged if it is positioned further from the wall. This
mechanism potentially explains the observation that low mo-
lecular weight dextran inhibits margination and adhesion.
Since viscosity increases with the addition of dextran, so will
lubrication forces which in turn will increase red cell and
leukocyte distance from the wall. For adhesion, the implica-
tions of the increasing standoff distance might be more direct
since it could also inhibit the short ranged selectin-ligand
binding that is necessary for capture. Proving the physiologi-
cal relevance of the mechanisms we observed in our model
system will require further study.
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